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AgLeader Technologies and to Case
IH. The two firms supported the
monitor’s research, as did Cotton In-
corporated.

Sometimes solutions unearth new
problems. In this case, the UT design,
being tested in the United States and
Australia, requires no lens cleaning. Be-
cause such maintenance usually indi-
cates when yield monitors need an
overall cleaning, the new technology
will change maintenance schedules.

Despite the new challenge, John
Wilkerson, UT agricultural engineer,

says his group spent a lot of time de-
veloping a “reliable, low-maintenance
system.” That engineering assignment
has been met.

Cotton-picker yield monitors have
light beam emitters and sensors, which
detect cotton passing through the light
beams. The equipment is mounted in
each chute. There, airflow carries seed
cotton from one of the spindle picker
row units to the basket.

“You have more than just cotton
flowing through those chutes. (There
are) dust, sap and foreign matter,”
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Wilkerson says.
Excess dirt on the clear emitter and

sensor lenses could interfere with ac-
curacy. That’s been the rub in devel-
oping practical cotton yield monitors
and a complaint of users of the early
monitors on the market.

He says several features have been
designed into the sensors to prevent
problems. “Special mounting hardware

virtually eliminates formation of cot-
ton stringers that would degrade sys-
tem accuracy. Because dirt and plant
sap accumulation could also introduce
measurement error, lens covers are de-
signed to minimize foreign matter
buildup,” he explains.

“Even with these lens covers, some
debris does accumulate on sensor faces,
so we integrated state-of-the-art pro-

cessing techniques into the system,
which account for basic light-inten-
sity changes,” he adds.

In 1999, researchers tested a com-
plete system, including flow-rate sen-
sors and the AgLeader Technology
PF3000 user interface at the UT Milan
Experiment Station. “We recorded to-
tal weights for 100 small loads of cot-
ton, and these measurements were

compared to yield-monitor yield
weight predictions. The absolute error
was 3.8%, indicating excellent system
performance.” He says they had simi-
lar results at two other sites last fall.

Wilkerson lists these test criteria:
� No cleaning of optics.
� Wide range of cotton flow rates.
� Wide range of load sizes.
� Wide range of moisture content.

Lighttouch Cotton yield monitors and the
resulting yield maps show both

yield variability and magnitude of
the variability, says John Wilkerson,
a UT agricultural engineer who
specializes in electronic devices.

Those are obvious benefits that
created pent up demand for cotton
yield monitors among cotton pro-
ducers, some of whom have several
years experience with combine
yield monitors for soybeans, corn,
wheat and rice.

Wilkerson says feedback from
early users of the UT-designed cot-
ton yield monitor shows they found
other benefits.

“Farmers are telling us about
hidden benefits of cotton yield
monitors that we researchers haven’t
thought of,” he adds, “for example,
managing module builders and mul-
tiple pickers in one field. A farmer
can radio the picker operators to ask
which one has the right amount of
cotton in the basket to finish off a
module.”

Wilkerson provides this list of
other potential benefits of cotton
yield monitors:

� Yield var iability mapping
(profit/loss).

� Evaluation of site-specific
management plans.

� Second pick this field
� Monitoring picker operating

efficiency (future). �

Why a cotton
yield monitor?

Uncleaned in three years, UT cotton yield
monitor lets the light shine. � By Ken Bretches

Henry Moody, University of Tennessee agricultural engineer, holds a set of light beam emitters
and sensors at the heart of the UT-developed cotton yield monitor.

 “We recommend that you check
the calibration of your cotton yield
monitor each time you change cotton
varieties,” he adds.

The Ag Leader model uses the same
interchangeable readout display box
designed to work in cabs of cotton
pickers, combines and high-clearance
sprayers and tractors with sprayers.

“The trend in yield monitors is to
have display units that are interchange-
able among harvesting and variable rate
controllers. As an agricultural engineer,
I’m very excited about that trend,”
Wilkerson says. �
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Right from the start, Uni-
versity of Tennessee ag
engineers set out to de-
sign an almost mainte-

nance-free cotton yield monitor.
“A cotton picker is a high-mainte-

nance machine. We don’t think farm-
ers want something else to maintain
on their cotton pickers. So we designed
the light sensor lens covers (that don’t)
need cleaning,” says Henry Moody, UT
research associate agricultural engineer
in the cotton yield-monitor project.

UT has licensed its design to


